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 Insider Gossip

 Monthly Hot Picks

 Book Reviews

 CD Reviews

 Concert Reviews

 DVD Reviews

 Game Reviews

 Movie Reviews

 SIGNED MOVIE 
POSTERS 4 SALE!

 
REDUCED SIGNED 
MOVIE POSTERS 4 
SALE!

 AUTOGRAPHED CDs 4 
SALE!!!

 
COMMENTS FROM 
EXCLUSIVE 
MAGAZINE READERS!

 WELCOME TO URBAN 
STYLE COMICS!

 Exclusive Magazine on 
MySpace!!

 HOME OF WAXEN 
WARES

 WAXEN WARES - 
ORDER PAGE

 John Cho ('Star Trek')

 Monica Potter ('The 
Last House on the Left')

 Kristen Stewart ('The
Cake Eaters')

 Michael Landon Jr.
('Velveteen Rabbit')

 
Susan Montford
(Director - 'While She 
Was Out')

 Jeffrey Dean Morgan
('Watchmen')

 Danielle Panabaker 
('Friday the 13th')

 
Raja Gosnell - Director 
'Beverly Hills 
Chihuahua'

 Tricia Helfer ('Burn
Notice')

 Bruce Campbell ('Burn
Notice')

 Gabrielle Anwar ('Burn
Notice')

 Bill Nighy ('Valkyrie')

 Brendan Fraser
('Inkheart')

 Marisa Tomei ('The
Wrestler')

Giveaways!
Win 'The Dark Progression Unauthorized' on DVD!

Thirty years into a quite extraordinary career, Depeche 
Mode remain the most successful electronic band ever, 
having to date sold over 100 million records worldwide. 
And as they continue to release new and challenging 
material on a regular basis and perform in front of crowds 
that can exceed 80,000 in a single night, the enormous 
popularity of these former Essex Boys illustrates how 
their resolute determination to stick with their original 
vision has repaid them handsomely in the long term.

This brand new documentary film traces the almost
surreal development of Depeche Mode from their 

flirtations with New Romanticism at the dawn of their career, through the urban 
industrial landscapes envisaged on Construction Time Again and Some Great Reward 
into the dark hollow of albums such as Black Celebration, Music For The Masses and 
Violator to conclude with the departure of Alan Wilder in 1995 - a point in their career 
at which they had achieved enormous commercial success but were now facing huge 
personal challenges.

Featuring interviews with all the band members, contributions from friends, colleagues
and contemporaries such as; Gary Numan, Thomas Dolby, OMD's Andy McCluskey, 
Daniel Miller, band biographer Jonathan Miller, Depeche producers Gareth Jones, Dave 
Bascombe, Phil Legg and Steve Lyon, and electronic music experts Mark Pendergast 
and David Stubbs. Also includes; rare performances by Depeche Mode from across their 
career, archive footage, video clips, location shoots, news reports and much more.

So, if you would like to win one of these new DVDs, and you think you know all there 
is to know about the band, just answer this easy question: Which song of theirs is this 
lyric from: "Death is everywhere, there are lambs for the slaughter waiting to die"?!

Send us your answers and if you're correct you'll be in the running to win one of these 
new DVDs! Just send us an e:mail here before July 15th with your answer and the 
subject title CONTEST: DEPECHE MODE DVDs to: exclusivemagazine@flash.net

DVD Purchase Link


